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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to summarize research investigating the potential benefits of the Dejian Mind-Body 

Intervention (DMBI) in enhancing the functioning of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) as well as further 

explore its potential mechanisms. The DMBI is the organic integration of Shaolin Chanwuyi and modern psychosomatic 

medicine. It is unique and has substantial effects on children with ASD. The DMBI primarily relies on traditional health 

regimens such as Neiyanggong(Qigong of the Shaolin Temple), Zen meditation（meditation of the Shaolin Temple）, 

regulated diet, and Tongqiao (keep bodily opening healthy) to enhance patients’ brain functioning, thereby improving 

self-control, promoting mental development, and reducing repetitive behaviors. The DMBI is safe, effective, and 

economical, making it worthy of wider attention. The DMBI is recognized as possessing a distinct advantage in 

mitigating the symptoms of ASD in children. Hence, it has potential to serve as an intervention in rehabilitation and 

medical institutions that specialize in the treatment of children with ASD. 

Keywords: Dejian Mind–Body Intervention, children with autism spectrum disorder, Chinese Chan 

practice  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) refers to a complex 

neurological and developmental disorder that 

encompasses isolated communication impairment, social 

impairment, and repetitive patterns of behavior [1]. 

Previous studies have showed that such symptoms 

usually emerge in early stages of child development. 

ASD is considered a severe mental disorder in children 

that hinders normal development and seriously impairs 

activities of daily living and quality of life. [2]. 

Furthermore, the secondary problems caused by these 

obstacles even exceed the ones themselves. Firstly, ASD 

incurs severe psychological and financial burdens on 

families, who must manage multiple issues [3]. Secondly, 

evidence has suggested that the rates of suicidality 

increase almost three and five times in ASD community 

and inpatient samples compared with a control group [4]. 

Lastly, it is difficult for children with ASD to completely 

socially integrate, for their symptoms influence 

communication and socialization throughout the life span 

[5]. 

In China, problems surrounding children with ASD 

are becoming more serious every year [6]. According to 

the latest "Report on the Development of China's Autism 

Education and Rehabilitation Industry III" (2019), the 

incidence of autism in China is 1%, and there are 

currently more than 13 million people with ASD, 3 

million of which are 12 years old or younger [7]. 

Moreover, in addition to the fact that the number of 

children with ASD has increased, there is a high 

proportion that overlaps with attention-deficit 

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in child patients. 

Specifically, 20%–50% of children clinically diagnosed 

with ADHD also fit the diagnostic criteria for ASD, and 

30%– 80% of children diagnosed with ASD fit the 

diagnostic criteria for ADHD [8]. Thus, the choice of 

intervention for children with ASD is critical. 

Nevertheless, the present treatment for children with 

ASD chiefly employs training interventions and 

medication. The research and administration of these 

treatments are largely based on Western medical 

knowledge and philosophy, including Treatment and 

Education of Autistic and Communication Handicapped 

Children (TEACCH) [9], Sensory Integration Training 

(SIT) [10], Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) [11], 

Relationship Development Intervention (RDI) [12], and 
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Dance Movement Therapy (DMT) [13]. Whether health 

regimens originating from traditional Chinese culture 

have any effect on children with ASD is unknown. 

Furthermore, if modern medical value can be found in 

traditional Chinese culture, then the mechanisms that 

facilitate improvements in a patient’s condition may 

also be a topic worthy of investigation.  

For the above mentioned problems, especially 

regarding the principle of improving patients’ brain 

functions to alleviate their symptoms, Professor Agnes S. 

Chan and her team from the Department of Psychology 

at the Chinese University of Hong Kong have explored 

the potential benefits of the DMBI on the basis of 

traditional regimens. Studies have shown favorable 

results in children with ASD after participating in the 

intervention [14]. In this study, the progress in related 

research on the DMBI in treatment of ASD is 

summarized, and potential mechanisms are further 

discussed. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE DEJIAN MIND-

BODY INTERVENTION 

The DMBI is a Chinese Chan-based lifestyle 

intervention that originated from Chanwuyi tradition (i.e., 

Zen, martial arts, and healing) and was developed based on 

the traditional Zen martial art and Zen medicine from the 

Shaolin Temple [15]. Specifically, it embodies the essence 

of Chanwuyi theories and practices passed down in the 

Yonghuatang (the Nanyuan, or Southern Courtyard) 

headed by a grand master named Shi Dejian (a Shaolin 

monk), an inheritor of Chanwuyi. The DMBI was 

developed and named in honor of Shi Dejian by Professor 

Chan, who integrated Chanwuyi with modern Western 

brain science, forming a wholesome mind-body 

intervention. In particular, the DMBI is based on the 

Neiyanggong, a health exercise derived from Shaolin 

Qigong. It incorporates Zen meditation, a regulated diet, 

and Tongqiao (keep bodily opening healthy), making it a 

convenient, easy-to-learn, and highly effective 

intervention, as shown in Table 1. Through a series of 

mind-body exercises, the DMBI aims to improve physical 

and psychological health. 

TABLE 1 Main contents of the DMBI 

Content                                Key Points 

Neiyanggong 

Xu zhuang (tranquil standing), natural Dan Tian 

breathing, self-initiated Dan Tian breathing, songjianshi 

(shoulder relief exercise), moyushi (“catching a fish” 

exercise), fengbailiu (“willow in the wind” exercise), 

mubifa (nasal bridge massage), and shougong (closing 

moves). 

Zen meditation 
Practicing Zen meditation to improve one’s 

temperament, morality, and compassion. 

Regulated diet 
A light vegetarian diet that avoids any food items that are 

strong in smell, made of flesh, spicy, or contain eggs. 

Tongqiao Freeing of clean orifices, freeing of unclean orifices. 

The DMBI pursues physical and psychological 

harmony and renounces practices that only focus on 

physical symptoms and do not improve the quality of life 

for patients and their families. Aside from benefitting 

physical health, it promotes the improvement of mental, 

ideological, and moral qualities through the development 

of positive attitudes and behaviors. In this regard, the 

DMBI is an amalgamation of traditional and relatively 

unorthodox modern-day psychological, life science, and 

medical philosophies. 

3. PATHWAYS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 

MECHANISMS THROUGH WHICH THE 

DMBI AFFECTS CHILDREN WITH ASD 

3.1. PATHWAYS THROUGH WHICH THE 

DMBI AFFECTS CHILDREN WITH ASD 

3.1.1. Neiyanggong 

Neiyanggong is a model of mental exercise and is the 

most important part of DMBI, which was developed by 

Chanwuyi inheritor Shi Dejian through the combination 

of ancient Shaolin martial arts and modern health 

philosophies [16]. Neiyanggong consists of eight gentle 

and calm movements and requires approximately 30 

minutes to reduce stress, enhance strength, and flexibility 

in all four limbs [17]. 

In addition to the abovementioned characteristics, 

rhythmic breathing combined with slow movements are 

the main features of Neiyanggong. That is, Neiyanggong 

is a special mind-body exercise. In this way, regular 

practice of Neiyanggong can gradually improve self-

control problems and sensory over-responsivity (SOR) 

[18], which are common and manifest in children with 

ASD. Regular practice can also improve overall physical 

health and the circulation of Qi in the blood. 

3.1.2. Zen meditation 

Zen meditation is a type of Buddhist mind-body 

exercise methods in ancient China [19]. On the basis of 

mind-body exercise methods, Zen meditation in the 

DMBI is markedly different from Zen meditation in the 

aforementioned well-known therapies. DMBI Zen 

meditation does not involve purely static meditation. 

Instead, it seeks active integration of Zen philosophies in 

daily life and enlightenment from trivial details in 

everyday activities. 

Zen meditation in the DMBI can benefit children with 

ASD by reducing stress and changing lifestyle through 

breathing and mindfulness. Thus, Zen meditation in the 

DMBI in daily life is key to learning self-awareness and 

maintaining mental relaxation. 
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3.1.3. Vegetarian diet 

The DMBI system involves a special vegetarian diet, 

which is especially rigorous (shown in Table 2) and 

places special emphasis on changing the dietary habits of 

patients during the intervention. The philosophy of the 

DMBI vegetarian diet argues that treating a disease solely 

by pharmaceutical or therapeutic means without 

rectifying dietary habits is futile, because it merely 

alleviates the symptoms and does not cure the disease. 

Diet is a frequently used intervention in children with 

ASD, for research has shown abnormalities in 

gastrointestinal symptoms, a higher proportion of which 

may be associated with the human gut microbiota [20]. 

Thus, a therapy targeting the condition of intestinal 

microbes is feasible. 

Furthermore, several recent studies have supported 

the benefits of a regulated diet, which are particularly 

notable in children with ASD, whose micronutrient 

conditions suggest that they have a generally low intake 

of vegetables [21, 22]. 

TABLE 2 Vegetarian diet regimen of the DBMI 

Food 
Western 

vegetarian diet 
Buddhist 

vegetarian diet 
DBMI vegetarian 

diet 

Meat No No No 

Fish Yes No No 

Eggs Yes No No 

Spring onion Yes No No 

Garlic Yes No No 

Ginger Yes Yes No 

Mustard Yes Yes No 

Spice Yes Yes No 

Pepper Yes Yes No 

Rape Yes Yes No 

Coriander Yes Yes No 

3.1.4. Tongqiao 

Tongqiao refers to keeping all body orifices (i.e., 

nose, ears, and intestines) free from obstructions. 

According to the principle of the DMBI, the blockage of 

orifices (i.e., bodily openings) is the root of many mental 

and physical health problems [23]. Therefore, Tongqiao 

is an integral and unique feature of the DMBI. It is a 

healthcare and treatment concept that has not yet been 

practiced in Western medicine. 

Specifically, Tongqiao is a comprehensive treatment. 

It includes not only physical massage methods (i.e., 

massaging the nose repeatedly) but also Chinese herbal 

medicine methods. Practice of Tongqiao is good for 

improving brain function in children with ASD. 

3.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS 

THROUGH WHICH THE DMBI AFFECTS 

CHILDREN WITH ASD 

To date, physiological mechanisms and causes of ASD 

are not entirely clear. Some studies have proposed that the 

dysfunction of cerebral tissues may be a major cause 

because it is significantly correlated with the incidence of 

ASD. To clarify, cerebral perfusion deficits in the temporal 

lobe [24] have been discovered as a potential cause of 

abnormal cognitive [25], social-behavioral [26], and 

linguistic [27] functions of relevant cerebral tissues. In 

particular, in individuals with ASD, frontal lobe 

hypofunction has been identified as a cause of decreased 

top-down executive control and cognitive activity, which 

can in turn cause repetitive behaviors [28]. Additionally, 

studies have revealed that brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor may be related to ASD [29] and that changes in the 

maternal gut microbiome may increase the risk of ASD in 

children [30]. 

Several studies have reported that children with ASD 

may differ from neurotypical children in terms of cerebral 

structure and functioning. One example is a study by Chan 

et al., who used the DMBI as an intervention for improving 

dietary habits, daily life patterns, and mental statuses of 

children with ASD. After the intervention was 

administered, they recorded participants’ 

electroencephalogram (EEG) activity and employed 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to collect 

brain images corresponding to different intervention 

programs. Moreover, they used various scales to assess 

behavioral, cognitive, and emotional dimensions. 

Notably, even though the DMBI is composed of 

elements that are closely associated with each other, Chan 

et al. were able to achieve more than applying the DMBI as 

a complete set. They investigated the effectiveness of 

individual elements of the DMBI (i.e., Neiyanggong, 

Tongqiao, Dan Tian breathing [DTB] methods, and 

regulated diet) in children with ASD. 

3.2.1. Effects of Neiyanggong on brain function 

Chan et al. (2008) applied Neiyanggong to the 

treatment of children with ASD [31]. Results revealed that 

in a portion of the cerebral cortex involved in self-control, 

the experimental group exhibited significantly intensified 

EEG activity in the cingulate gyrus (t = 0.30, p = 0.02), 

whereas the control group did not exhibit any significant 

changes (t = -0.25, p = 0.81). This observation suggests that 

the intensified brain activity in the experimental group may 

have been induced by neural mechanisms through which 

Neiyanggong affects self-control in children with ASD. 
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3.2.2. Effects of Tongqiao on brain function 

Chan et al. (2009) conducted an experiment and 

verified that Tongqiao [32], which involves the use of 

Chantongganlu drops to eliminate nasal congestion, 

induced changes in blood flow indices of the frontal lobe, 

with an activity value reaching 0.64 (t = 3.80, p < 0.01). 

By contrast, when Chantongganlu was replaced with 

normal saline solution, no significant changes were 

observed in either the frontal lobe cortex or anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC) (p > 0.05). Because the frontal lobe 

is closely associated with intelligence and hormone 

balance in humans, the improvement in blood flow indices 

in this region may be an indicator of DMBI’s effects on 

children with ASD. One study reported that intranasal 

administration of herbal medicine (i.e., Tongqiao) 

enhanced participants’ immunologic function, as 

evidenced by significant reductions in circulating 

CD3+CD8+ suppressor T lymphocytes and cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes in blood samples [33]. 

3.2.3. Effects of Shaolin Dan Tian breathing on 

brain function 

Research shows that Breath Therapy and others with 

reported benefits for a variety of health 

conditions[34].Dan Tian breathing（DTB）is a breathing 

method that is critical to the Chanwuyi health regimen. 

Specifically, it involves focusing on the nose and Dan Tian 

while exhaling and inhaling, respectively. DTB can be 

further divided into natural DTB and self-initiated DTB. 

Chan et al. (2011) applied fMRI to determine the 

relationship between DTB and brain activity [35]. 

Preliminary results revealed that the ACC became highly 

active when DTB was administered. However, similar 

results were not observed during natural breathing. 

Considering that the ACC is responsible for behavioral 

planning and advanced behavioral regulation and that 

ACC dysfunction is associated with numerous brain 

diseases (e.g., autism and ADHD), enhancing ACC 

activity through DTB can be beneficial to brain function. 

3.2.4. Effects of changing dietary habits on brain 

function 

Chan et al. (2012) achieved remarkable results with the 

regulated diet prescribed in the DMBI [36]. After a 4-week 

dietary regimen, children with ASD exhibited substantial 

increases in frontal lobe and cingulate gyrus activity. 

These results provide evidence-based support for the 

clinical application of the DMBI in alleviating executive 

dysfunction in children with ASD. 

 

 

 

4. EFFECTS OF THE DMBI ON CHILDREN 

WITH ASD 

4.1. IMPROVEMENT IN SELF-CONTROL 

Chan et al. (2008) employed the DMBI to enhance the 

self-control of a 17 year-old girl with Asperger's syndrome 

(a type of ASD) [37]. Before exposure to the DMBI, the 

girl exhibited a lack of self-control, which manifested as 

temper tantrums and repetitive behaviors. She lost her 

temper at least once per day because of trivial problems. 

On average, each outburst lasted for 5 to 10 minutes, with 

the longest being 60 minutes. She also showed a limited 

capability to engage in social interactions and had poor 

social skills. She was uninterested in socializing with 

people around her. Moreover, because of her lack of self-

control, she frequently got into arguments with others, 

putting further strain on social relationships. After the 

introduction of the 12-week DMBI program as an 

intervention, the girl achieved considerable improvement 

in her self-control abilities. The frequency of her temper 

tantrums decreased significantly from at least seven times 

per week to once or twice per week. Furthermore, the 

duration of outbursts also decreased from a maximum of 

60 minutes to less than 5 minutes, and she was able to 

quickly calm down on her own. Her interest in social 

communication increased, and she began to actively 

express her care for others, demonstrating improved 

capability of expressing career plans and interests. 

Additionally, another study noted that in contrast to the 

muscle relaxation intervention, which only achieved slight 

improvements among participants in the hypofunction and 

severe symptoms groups, Neiyanggong achieved more 

comprehensive results [38]. 

4.2. IMPROVEMENT IN MENTAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

Research shows that the DMBI can be regarded as a 

method to enhance cognition in children with ASD, which 

reduces daily self-control behavioral problems [39]. This 

effect is mainly reflected by differences in daily activities. 

Through the DMBI, one particular boy with ASD who 

liked to draw showed a more positive attitude and higher 

level of cognitive ability. Before the intervention, his 

drawings were simple and full of sorrow. For example, he 

drew weeping children beside their mothers, scenes that 

showcased his barren and painful inner thoughts. After 

participating in the DMBI, his drawings became much 

richer and warmer. In one drawing, he illustrated numerous 

rooms decorated in different styles as venues for various 

activities, all of which appeared to be lively and reflective 

of the deeper sense of joy and ease he felt. 
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4.3. REDUCTION OF REPETITIVE 

BEHAVIOR 

Repetitive behavior is a typical form of dysfunction 

noted in children with ASD, and it manifests as repetitive 

and impulsive actions, emotional outbursts, and impaired 

social communications or interactions. It is primarily 

induced by the impairment of executive functions, which 

include memory, attention, inhibition of reactions, mental 

flexibility, and self-governing ability. Therefore, 

improving the executive functioning of children with ASD 

can alleviate repetitive behaviors. Chan (2014) provided 

clinical and scientific evidence supporting the 

effectiveness of the DMBI in improving mood and 

cognitive functions. Furthermore, the DMBI has also been 

found to be effective in improving emotional control, 

behavior, memory, learning ability, immune system, and 

executive functioning in children with ASD. 

5. CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATION 

Several studies have provided statistical and 

neurophysiological evidence that the DMBI is beneficial 

to various cognitive functions, including attention, 

memory, self-control, and executive functioning in 

children with ASD. From this perspective, the DMBI has 

certain effects on maintaining or improving the physical 

and psychological health of children with ASD. For 

children with ASD, the DMBI is a safe, effective, and 

economic treatment that is worthy of greater attention. 

The main methods that the DMBI uses in children 

with ASD are as follows: Neiyanggong, Zen meditation, 

regulated diet, and Tongqiao. In addition, the mechanism 

of action of the DMBI in children with ASD mainly 

involves brain function to improve physical and 

psychological health. 

Because research concerning the effects of the DMBI 

on alleviating the symptoms of children with ASD is still 

in preliminary stages, additional time for verification and 

supporting evidence is required. What has been achieved 

so far should primarily be attributed to Professor Chan and 

her research team, who have spent time exploring the role 

of traditional culture in modern medical values. 

Furthermore, future research, particularly from the 

perspectives of other domains, will undoubtedly expand 

the scope and influence of this field, thereby achieving 

more substantial breakthroughs that will benefit patients 

with ASD. 
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